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ABSTRACT  

In this project, the mechanical behavior and performance of the Diametric 

brake- disk  under  certain  loading  conditions  will  be  studied.  This  shall  be  

done  by simulating  the  loading  conditions  the  brake-disk  is  predicted  to  

undergo  and analyzing  the  results.  The  primary  focus  of  this  project  is  to  

simulate  the performances of the brake-disk using ANSYS. Braking systems can 

be divided into mono (one disk) or duo (two disks) brake-disk systems; 

representing the number of brake-disks used. In this study, mono-disk systems 

from a conventional brake-disk and a Diametric brake-disk will be modeled, 

tested and then analysed. As the braking power of the front brake-disk is more 

important than the rear disk during hard braking and stops, only the front brake-

disk of each system would be studied. The analysis and comparison study 

will be done through modeling and simulation using the respective software; 

Pro-E and ANSYS. After building a finite element (FE) model of the brake-

disks in Pro-E, the models would be simulated using ANSYS. The brake-disks 

will be simulated under three different loading conditions: two static tests and 

one thermal analysis. The two static cases are torsional strength simulation and 

lateral strength simulation.  For thermal analysis, residual stress simulation will 

be performed. 

keyword : comparison analysis , conventional , non conventional ,brake 

disc 

1.INTRODUCTION  

Traditionally, the brake-disk of a motorcycle braking system is mounted 

on the inner rim of the wheels as shown in Figure 1. A new diametric brake-
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disk has recently been developed by Sunstar. As shown in Figure 2, this new 

diametric brake system works by mounting the brake-disk onto the outer rim of 

the wheel. The details of the design specifications of the diametric brake-disk 

and its material properties can be found in table 1. 

 

                                 

Figure 1:1 Conventional Brake System   Figure1.2:DiametricBrakeSystemIn 

conventional braking systems, the brake-disk is mounted onto the inner rims of 

the wheels via the mounting holes. These mounting holes are located near the 

inner diameter of the brake-disk. During braking, when the brake callipers clamp 

onto the brake-disk, the braking torque is transmitted from the brake-disk to 

wheel-hub at its the inner diameter of where the mounting holes are located. 

The braking torque is then transferred from the rigidly fixed mounting holes to 

the wheel-hub at its inner diameter, through the spokes to the rim of the wheels 

and eventually to the tires. 

 In the new Diametric brake system, the braking torque is directly 

transmitted from the brake-disk to the outer rim of the wheel and finally to the 

tires. This is due to the brake-disk being directly mounted via its outer diameter 

onto the outer rim of the wheel. As such, when the same force is applied onto 

the brake-disks, the diametric brake system is able to produce a larger braking 

torque due to its larger diameter as compared to a conventional brake-disk (refer 

to figure 2 for details).  

In the diametric brake system, the braking torque is transferred directly to 

the outer rim, thus the braking stresses are eliminated from the spokes. 

Therefore, the rim can be lighter as it only needs to withstand the normal riding 

forces associated with the motorcycle. With the Diametric brake system’s unique 

design, it allows better utilization of braking force and a light weight design 
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for the wheel; thus showing great potential to replace the conventional braking 

system. However, more analysis and studies have to be done to verify its 

feasibility for mass industrial production and use on the road. 

  At the initial stage, the research was focused on investigating the market 

potential of this new brake-disk while exploring possible problems and 

advantages. Looking at Buell,  an  American  Company,  which  is  currently  

adopting  a  similar  brake-disk system for its motorbikes, it was found that the 

selling points of this brake system are mainly due to its light weight which is 

important for rough roads (street riding) and its aesthetic values. Next, together  

with the engineers from Sunstar, the potential problems and advantages that the 

Diametric brake-disk may face, including both design and technical issues, were 

studied. This brought to focus specific problems and areas to be further 

investigated during the later stage of analysis.  

Motorcycle brake-disks are subjected to a variety of forces during the 

operation of a motorcycle. These forces include: braking forces (torsional forces) 

that are generated in the wheel when the brakes are applied to stop the 

motorcycle, lateral forces in the form of projectiles (such as stones) or impact 

during usage or riding, and residual stress build-up due to repeated heating and 

cooling of the brake-disk during braking. Simulations have to be done in order to 

ensure that the Diametric brake-disk can perform well under these conditions and 

loadings.  

In particular, special attention has to be given to residual stress analysis. 

Due to the Diametric brake-disk’s unique design, the brake-disk’s allowance for 

expansion is constricted by the rim (by the mounting holes at the outer diameter 

of the brake-disk). In the course of riding, the brake-disk undergoes repeated 

heating and cooling due to braking. This results in repeated expansion and 

contraction of the brake-disk. Due to the constraints at its outer diameter, 

problems of warping or stress concentrations may occur. In contrast, there is 

more allowance for expansion and contraction of the conventional  brake-disk,  as  

the  brake-disk  is  only  fixed  to  the  rim  at  its  inner diameter. 

1.3RESEARCH OBJECTIVE  

 In order to obtain accurate and reliable results for the simulations, the 

meshing of the brake-disks must be properly carried out. In ANSYS, simulation 
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tests can be either carried out in two or three dimensions. At Sunstar, the 

conventional method has always been to use the less complex two-dimensional 

simulation. However, there are limitations  in  using  this  simple  method  such  

as  the  difficulty  in  meshing  large complicated parts. In this project, three-

dimensional simulation techniques shall be studied and used to carry out the 

various tests in attempt to achieve more accurate result various simulation 

methods, such as techniques to input load conditions and      thermal profiles will 

also be studied and improved. These will enable a more accurate simulation of 

the “real-life” conditions that the brake-disks actually experience.  

After the various tests are carried out, the performance of the conventional 

and Diametric brake-disks will be compared and analysed. The ability of the 

Diametric brake-disk to withstand these loading conditions would be examined, 

and their weaknesses  and  strengths  will  be  discussed.  Particular  attention  

will  be  paid  to residual strength simulation for the Diametric brake-disk where 

a potential problem may  arise.  Recommendations  will  be  suggested  to  

change  various  aspects  of  its design. These changes will be modeled and 

simulated to test if there are any improvements in its performance. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Preethy.s Le.,at.,al [1] had to investigate the temperature fields and also 

structural fields of the solid disc brake during short and emergency braking with 

four different materials. The distribution of the temperature depends on the 

various factors such as friction, surface roughness and speed. The effect of the 

angular velocity and the contact pressure induces the temperature rise of disc 

brake. The finite element simulation for two-dimensional model was due to the 

heat flux ratio constantly distributed in circumferential direction. Presently the 

Disc brakes are made up of cast iron and cast steel. With the value at the hand i 

can determine the best suitable material for the brake drum with higher life span.  

Beijing, china Le.,at.,al [2] had analyzed the Squeal analysis of disc brake 

system continues to be a challenging issue in both industrial and academia due to 

its complexity and frequent occurrence. Development of computational device 

and commercial software, finite element analysis becomes much more efficient 

and dominates the methods of analysis. Currently, two major FEA approaches are 
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used in general, the transient analysis and complex modal analysis. Complex 

modal analysis studies the stability of the steady state system under small 

perturbation; if the vibration amplitude blows up, squeal may occur. Transient 

analysis is capable to study the vibration of the system during whole braking 

process. Frequencies of squeal are then calculated from Fourier transform. 

Particularly, nonlinearity, such as thermodynamic and wear effects could be 

included. In this case, a disc brake system for passenger car is modeled and 

analyzed using both approaches. I use ANSA/META as pre/postprocessor and 

ABAQUS as solver.  Furthermore, thermal effect is included in transient analysis.  

Haripal  Singh  Le.,at.,al [3] has worked  with the  analysis of  heat 

generation and dissipation in  a disc  brake  of an car during panic braking  and 

the following release period by  using  computer aided engineering software for 

three different  materials  of  rotor  disc.    The  objective  of  this  work  is  to  

investigate  and  analyze  the  temperature distribution of rotor disc during 

operation using COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The work uses the finite element 

analysis techniques to predict the temperature distribution on the brake disc and to 

identify the critical temperature of the brake rotor disc. All  three  modes  of  heat  

transfer  (conduction,  convection  and  radiation) have  been analyzed. The 

results obtained from the analysis shows that different material on the same 

retardation of the car during panic braking shows different temperature 

distribution. Thus, a comparison is made between three different material used for 

brake disc and the for making brake disc based on the rate of heat dissipation have 

been suggested 

Ameer Fareed Basha Shaik Le.,at.,al [4] both are discussed about the 

model of a disc brake used in Honda Civic. Coupled field analysis (Structural and 

Thermal) is done on the disc brake. The materials used are Cast Iron. Analysis is 

also done by changing the design of disc brake. Actual disc brake has no holes; 

design is changed by giving holes in the disc brake for more heat dissipation. 

Modeling is done in Catia. Friction causes the disc and attached wheel to slow or 

stop. Brakes convert friction to heat, but if the brakes get too hot, they will cease 

to work because they cannot dissipate enough heat. This condition of failure is 
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known as brake fade. Disc brakes are exposed to large thermal stresses during 

routine braking and extraordinary thermal stresses during hard braking. 

 Reibenschuh, M.,Le.,at.,al [5] had Present the paper as thermal and stress 

analysis of a brake disc for railway vehicles using the finite element method 

(FEM). Performed analysis deals with two cases of braking; the first case 

considers braking to a standstill; the second case considers braking on a hill and 

maintaining a constant speed. In both cases the main boundary condition is the 

heat flux on the braking surfaces and the holding force of the brake calipers. 

 

Maulana Azad [6] has worked the Brake technology just like suspension 

& fuel system technology has come a long way in recent years. Automobile 

braking systems normally use brake discs of steel or grey cast iron, which are then 

paired with composite organic brake pads. These types of materials are suitable 

for use in braking systems with moderate loads, but vehicle manufacturers are 

tending to design increasing number of vehicles with more braking power. In 

addition, a history of high operating costs for on highway vehicles and aircrafts 

have encouraged designs for weight reduction with long service of braking 

systems. Redesigning of the braking system by substitution of lighter material like 

aluminum and carbon composite brakes primarily have been responsible for this 

state of the art  technology, which is being used in aircrafts and formula one  

racing  cars .The  requirement  is  of the  materials  that  have  light  weight,  are  

strong,  abrasion resistant  and    are  not  corroded  easily.  Composite materials 

provide such unique combination of properties. 

 Loizou, Andreas Le.,at.,al [7] To investigate the heat partition on a 

vehicle disc brake, a small scale test rig with one contact interface was used. This 

allowed the disc/pad contact temperatures to be measured with fast- response foil 

thermocouples and a rubbing thermocouple. Based on the experimental conditions 

a 3D symmetric disc brake FE model has been created. Frictional heat generation 

was modeled using the ABAQUS finite element analysis software. The interface 

tribo-layer which affects heat partitioning was modeled using an equivalent 

thermal conductance value obtained from the authors’ previous work . A 10 

second drag braking was simulated and the history and distribution of 

temperature, heat flux multiplied by the nodal contact area, heat flux leaving the 
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surface and contact pressure was recorded. Test rig and FE model temperatures 

were compared. Results show that heat partitioning varies in space and time, and 

at the same time contact interface temperatures do not match. It is affected by the 

instantaneous contact pressure distribution, which tends to be higher on the pad 

leading edge at the inner radius side.  

 

Piotr Grześ [8] The aim of this paper was to investigate the temperature 

fields of the solid disc brake during short, emergency braking. The standard Galer 

kin weighted residual algorithm was used to discrete the parabolic heat transfer 

equation. The finite element simulation for two-dimensional model was 

performed due to the heat flux ratio constantly distributed in circumferential 

direction. Two types of disc brake assembly with appropriate boundary and initial 

conditions were developed. Results of calculations for the temperature expansion 

in axial and radial directions presented. The effect of the angular velocity and the 

contact pressure evolution on temperature rise of disc brake were investigated. It 

was found that presented finite element technique for two-dimensional model 

with particular assumption in operation and boundary conditions validates  

Murthy Nathi1 Le.,at.,al [4] The  motive  of undertaking  this  project  of 

“Coupled  Structural  /  Thermal  Analysis  of Disc  Brake” is to  study  and  

evaluate  the performance under severe braking conditions and there by assist in 

disc rotor design and analysis.  This study is of disc brake used in cars. ANSYS 

package is a dedicated finite element package used for determining the 

temperature distribution, variation of stresses and deformation across the disc 

brake profile. In this present work, an attempt has been made to investigate the 

effect of stiffness, strength and variations in disc brake rotor design on the 

predicted stress and temperature distributions.  B y identifying the true design 

features, the extended service life and long term stability is assured.  A transient 

thermal analysis has been carried out to investigate the temperature variation 

across the disc using anti symmetric elements.   An attempt is also made to 

suggest a best combination of material and flange width used for disc brake rotor, 

which yields a low temperature variation across the rotor, less deformation 

M. Saran Theja Le.,at.,al [10] Disc (Rotor) brakes are exposed to large 

thermal stresses during routine braking and extraordinary thermal stresses during 
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hard braking. The aim of the project is to design, model a disc brake. Modeling is 

done using Pro/Engineer. Structural and Thermal analysis is done on the disc 

brakes using two materials Stainless Steel and Carbon Steel. Structural analysis is 

done on the disc brake to validate the strength of the disc brake and thermal 

analysis is done to analyze the thermal properties. Comparison also done for 

displacement, stresses, thermal gradient etc. for the two materials to check which 

material is best. I providing the manufacturing process for making disc brake and 

also preparing prototype. 
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3.PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Major problem in braking system is structure problem generation. The 

following figures shows the different defects of a typical brake surface subjected 

to high structure deformation stresses. 

 

Figure 3.1 Brake Disk surface showing a high level of Load effects  

 

 

Figure 3.2Hard spot on a brake Disc. 
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4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To predict the Brake Disc performance, it is essential to know how        

energy transfer and transformation take place in different parts of the braking 

system. This phenomenon can be understood through the study of flow field 

ins ide  the  Brake Disc.   In   the   present   study,   the simulations w e r e  

carr ied out  at six different   Speed Ratio   points to points between 10% to 20% 

Speed Ratio, to cover the wide range of operation, with two different   turbulence   

models. However, only the results of CFD analysis correspond to part load (10% 

Speed Ratio),   rated   (15%   Speed Ratio) and over rated (20% Speed Ratio) 

conditions are discussed in the form of pressure & velocity contours, velocity 

vectors, path line configuration etc. 

4.1. K-EPSILON REALIZABLE MODEL  

          In this functions of the  s t a t i c  pressure variation is uniform at rated 

discharge 1035rpm and 1150rpm ,1265 rpm are compared in K-epsilon equation to 

apply equation form analysis based analyzed model but comparatively non-

uniform at other operating conditions. single Plane and single Speed Ratio are 

attached of casing for different operating conditions. Shows the velocity variation 

in the central pressure acting in the different parts. Fig.s 8.4-8.11 idea about the 

kinetic energy and dynamic Study of the velocity contours gives. 

 

Figure 4.0.1 K-Epsilon Realizable Model - 1035 rpm 

           Above figure 4.0.1 this functionally flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 
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static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1035rpm .maximum values 

accrue 1.18E4 pa 

Figure 4.0.2 K-Epsilon Realizable Model - 1150 rpm 

         Above  figure 4.0.2  this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1150rpm .Results achieved in  

maximum values accrue 1.18E4 pa 

 

Figure 4.0.3 K-Epsilon Realizable Model - 1265 rpm 

         Above  figure 4.0.3 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue7.00E06 Pa 
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4.2  K-EPSILON RNG MODEL 

       In this functions of the  s t a t i c  pressure variation is uniform at rated discharge 

1035rpm and 1150rpm ,1265 rpm are compared in K-epsilon -RNG functional 

equation to apply equation form analysis based analyzed model but comparatively 

non-uniform at other operating conditions. single Plane and single Speed Ratioare 

attached of casing for different operating conditions. Shows the velocity variation 

in the central pressure acting in the different parts. Fig.s 4.1.1-4.1.3 idea about 

the kinetic energy and dynamic Study of the velocity contours gives. 

 

Figure 4.1.1  K-Epsilon RNG Model -  1035 rpm 

       Above  figure 4.1.1 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1035rpm . Results achieved 

inmaximummaximumvaluesaccrue4.50E04 
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  Figure 4.1.2  K-Epsilon RNG Model 1150 rpm 

          Above  figure 4.1.2 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1150rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue 1.5E02 Pa 

 

        Figure 4.1.3  K-Epsilon RNG Model    1265 rpm 

       Above  figure 4.1.3 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1265 rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue 7.23E04 Pa 

4.3 K-EPSILON STANDARD MODEL RESULTS 

 In this functions of the  s t a t i c  pressure variation is uniform at rated 

discharge 1035rpm and 1150rpm ,1265 rpm are compared in K-epsilon -STD 

functional equation to apply equation form analysis based analyzed model but 

comparatively non-uniform at other operating conditions. single Plane and single 

Speed Ratioare attached of casing for different operating conditions. Shows the 

velocity variation in the central pressure acting in the different parts. Fig.s 4.2.1-
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4.2.3 idea about the kinetic energy and dynamic Study of the velocity contours 

gives 

 

Figure 4.2.1 K-Epsilon Std Model-1035 RPM 

         Above  figure 4.2.1 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1035rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue 8.00E05 Pa 

 

Figure 4.2.2 K-Epsilon Std Model-1150 rpm  

     Above  figure 4.2.2 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 
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static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1150 rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue 7.71E04 Pa 

 

 

Figure 4.2.3 K-Epsilon Std Model-1265 rpm 

           

      Above  figure 4.2.3 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1265 rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue 7.50E04 Pa 

4.4 COMPARISION OF RESULTS 

STATIC PRESSURE (P) IN (Pascal)  

Sl.No. RPM 

K-EPSILON 

REALIZABLE 

MODEL  

K-

EPSILON 

RNG 

MODEL  

K-EPSILON 

STANDARD 

MODEL  

1 1035 1.0×e5 4.42×e5 1.0×e5 

2 1150 7.78×e5 7.78×e5 7.70×e5 

3 1265 7.58×e5 7.23×e5 7.54×e5 
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4.5 VELOCITY MAGNITUTE VALUES 

4.1.1 K-EPSILON REALIZABLE MODEL RESULTS 

 In this functions of the  v e l o c i t y  ma g n i t u de  v a lu e s   variation is 

uniform at rated discharge 1035rpm and 1150rpm ,1265 rpm are compared in K-

epsilon -realizable  functional equation to apply equation form analysis based 

analyzed model but comparatively non-uniform at other operating conditions. 

single Plane and single Speed Ratioare attached of casing for different operating 

conditions. Shows the velocity variation in the central pressure acting in the 

different parts. Fig.s 4.1.1-4.1.3 idea about the kinetic energy and dynamic Study 

of the velocity contours gives 

 

fig 4.1.1 contour plot Velocity contour -  1035 RPM 

Above  figure 4.1.1 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence model 

analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in static 

pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results achieved in  

maximum values accrue velocity  3.00e+05 m/s  
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fig 4.1.2 contour plot Velocity contour -1150 RPM 

Above  figure 4.1.2 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence model 

analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in static 

pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results achieved in  

maximum values accrue velocity  1.8+07  m/s 

 

 fig 4.1.3 contour plot Velocity contour 1265 RPM 

           Above  figure 4.1.3 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue velocity  1.78e+07 m/s 
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4.2.1 K-EPSILON RNG MODEL RESULTS 

 In this functions of the  ve lo c i t y  m a g n i t u d e  v a lu e s   variation is 

uniform at rated discharge 1035rpm and 1150rpm ,1265 rpm are compared in K-

epsilon -realizable  functional equation to apply equation form analysis based 

analyzed model but comparatively non-uniform at other operating conditions. 

single Plane and single Speed Ratioare attached of casing for different operating 

conditions. Shows the velocity variation in the central pressure acting in the 

different parts. Fig.s 4.2.1-4.2.3  idea about the kinetic energy and dynamic Study 

of the velocity contours gives 

 

fig 4.2.1 contour plot Velocity contour 1035 RPM 

        Above  figure 4.2.1 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue velocity  1.80e+01 m/s 
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fig 4.2.2 contour plot Velocity contour  1150 RPM 

       Above  figure 4.2.2 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue velocity  3.0+07 m/s 

 

 

fig 4.2.3 contour plot Velocity contour   1265 RPM 

      Above  figure 4.2.3 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results achieved 

in  maximum values accrue velocity  2.31E+05 m/s 
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4.3.K-EPSILON STANDARD MODEL RESULTS 

       In this functions of the  v e l oc i t y  m a g n i t u d e  v a l u e s   variation is uniform 

at rated discharge 1035rpm and 1150rpm ,1265 rpm are compared in K-epsilon -

realizable  functional equation to apply equation form analysis based analyzed 

model but comparatively non-uniform at other operating conditions. single Plane 

and single Speed Ratio are attached of casing for different operating conditions. 

Shows the velocity variation in the central pressure acting in the different parts. 

Fig.s 4.3.1-4.3.3 idea about the kinetic energy and dynamic Study of the velocity 

contours gives 

 

 

fig 4.3.1 contour plot Velocity contour 1035 RPM 

Above  figure 4.3.1 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon 

turbulence model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result 

to be done in static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  

rpm . Results achieved in  maximum values accrue velocity  1.80E+07 m/s 
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fig 4.1.2 contour plot Velocity contour 1150 RPM 

        Above  figure 4.1.2 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon turbulence 

model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result to be done in 

static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  rpm . Results 

achieved in  maximum values accrue velocity  2.10E+02 m/s 

 

fig 4.1.3 contour plot Velocity contour  1265 RPM 

Above  figure 4.1.3 this functionally  flow equation in K-Epsilon 

turbulence model analyzed in rotational wall functions based to take a result 

to be done in static pressure - initialization operating conditions are 1065  

rpm . Results achieved in  maximum values accrue velocity  2.31+01 m/s 
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VELOCITY MAGNITUDE (V) IN (m/s)  

Sl.No. RPM 

K-EPSILON 

REALIZABLE 

MODEL  

K-

EPSILON 

RNG 

MODEL  

K-EPSILON 

STANDARD 

MODEL  

1 1035 1.84×e1 2.10×e1 2.31×e1 

2 1150 1.84×e1 2.10×e1 2.31×e1 

3 1265 1.84×e1 2.10×e1 2.31×e1 

 

5.CONCLUSION 

The flow through a Brake Disc was analyzed using commercial CFD 

package FLUENT for which model test results were available. The 

simulations were carried out at six different o p e r a t i n g  p o i n t s  

b e t w e e n  10% to 20% Speed Ratio different discharge, to cover the wide 

range of operation, with two different turbulence models. The following 

conclusions were drawn from the analysis: 

 A    Reynolds-averaged     Navier- Stokes code with a two equation 

turbulence model is able to predict the important flow physics in a 

Brake Disc. 

 It  was  found  that   k-£- SST turbulence model provides better results   

compared   to   RNG   k- £ model. 

 The head predicted by CFD analysis was 10% lower Speed Ratio of 

Discharge than the mode test results. 

 The operating characteristic curves predicted by CFD were compared 

with the model test results & the similar trend was observed. 

 The selection of speed ranges to simulate in different flow study 

equations basis to following this method. 

  1.It  was  found  that   s p e e d  r a n g e  1 0 3 5  r p m  turbulence 

model provides better results   compared   to   RNG   k- £ model. 

Dynamically apply the overhead pressure are flowed. In higher velocity. 

 2.It  was  found  that   s p e e d  r a n g e  1 1 5 0  r p m  turbulence 

model provides better results   compared   to   Realizable & RNG    k- £ 

model. Dynamically apply the overhead pressure are flowed. In higher 
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velocity . 

 3.It  was  found  that   s p e e d  r a n g e  1 2 6 5  r p m  turbulence 

model provides better results   compared   to   SST  k- £ model. 

Dynamically apply the overhead pressure are flowed. In higher 

velocity .The findings of the present study may be useful for the 

analysis of Brake Disc under similar conditions. 
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